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 Date: 13 April 2018 Fact Sheet No.: TDS01989 

EVO-STIK Plasterboard Adhesive Gun 

Applied Foam 
ONE COMPONENT POLYURETHANE FOAM 

 YOUR SMART ADVANTAGES 
 

- Multi-purpose 

 

- Quick and easy to use 

 

- Noise reduction up to 61dB 

 

 

USES 

EVO-STIK Plasterboard Adhesive Gun Applied Foam is a B3 

one component polyurethane adhesive foam that replaces 

traditional heavy wall dry adhesive. Cost effective because 

no mixing is required, it is moisture curing and gun applied 

for accuracy and efficiency.  

 

It sticks plasterboard, insulation boars, floor boards and 

shower/bathroom boards.  

 

It also bonds many additional substrates including brick, 

blockwork, metal, roof tiles, timber and many others.  

 

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS 

Colour                      Light yellow 

Form Liquid aerosol 

Density 18-25kg/m3 

Composition Moisture cured polyurethane pre-

polymer solution 

Product Codes 30611425   750ml x 12 

Storage/Shelf Life 18 months from date of manufacture, 

in unopened packaging, stored in a 

cool dry place between +5˚C and 

+25˚C stored upright. Ensure 

container cannot be knocked over, 

accidentally damaged or is not within 

the reach of children or animals. 

During transport store upright and 

securely in car boot. 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE DATA (Approx.) 

Application 

Temperature 

+50c to +350C 

Ideal temperature for use between 

+150C to +230C 

Service Temperature -400C to +900C 

Closed Cells ±70% 

Tack Free 8 to 12 minutes 

Curing Time 80 to 100 minutes 

Cut-able 20 to 40 minutes 

Coverage 25 – 35 litres approx. per 750ml. 

The coverage yields are the maximum 

expected if the product is allowed to 

freely expand. These yields do not 

include wastage, which can be 

considerable, depending upon the 

manner used. 

Thermal 

Conductivity 

30 – 35 mW(m·K) 

Fire Rating B3 

 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

IMPORTANT: Before using EVO-STIK Plasterboard Adhesive 

Gun Applied Foam refer to the relevant Health & Safety Data 

Sheet, available at www.bostik.co.uk named as the code 

above. 
 

PREPARATION 

1. Do not apply below +5˚C or above +35˚C. Ideal 

temperature for application is between +15˚C to 

+23˚C. 

2. The surfaces must be clean, free of loose particles and 

free of dust and grease.   
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3. Always wear gloves and suitable clothing as cured 

foam is extremely difficult to remove.  

4. Protect sensitive nearby surfaces from stray foam by 

covering them. Remove all sources of ignition and 

isolate switches that might cause sparks. 

 

5. In cold temperatures, leave the foam at least one hour 

before use in warm to room temperature. 
 

APPLICATION 

1. Turn the can of foam upside down and fix onto the 

applicator gun ensuring that the threads are lined up. 

2. Shake the can at least 30 times before use. 

3. Regulate the flow of foam by loosening the valve at 

the back of the handle. 

4. Check there are no sources of ignition present. 

5. Keep the can upside down during extrusion. When not 

in use for a long period close the extrusion screw. Do 

not remove can from gun as this will cause the foam to 

cure in the gun. 

6. To reuse simply break off the nib of foam adhesive at 

the end of the gun applicator nozzle, shake the can 

well and start application. 

7. Before replacing can, close the gun valve and unscrew 

empty can, then immediately clean the foam 

applicator gun thoroughly using EVO-STIK Foam 

Cleaner. 

8. As soon as the can is empty screw on a new can 

immediately and shake the can at last 30 times. 

Extrude a little foam otherwise foam residues may 

cure in the gun. 

9. Whilst fixing boards, foam adhesive should be applied 

onto the board itself, ideally in vertical strips at 

intervals of approx. 30cm. 

 

10. Wait 5-10 minutes after application before pushing the 

board firmly into place. The higher the temperature, 

the shorter the cure time. Boards should be supported 

in place until the adhesive is fully cured. 

 

 

11. The foam does provide a barrier to moisture, but in 

time small amounts of water will migrate through the 

foam. 

 

12. Adhesion tests prior to application are recommended. 

It is the user’s responsibility to determine suitability. 
 

CLEANING 

1. Clean gun after use with EVO-STIK Foam Cleaner. 

Attach can and press the trigger several times until the 

residual foam dissolves. 

2. Never leave the foam gun applicator separated from a 

can of foam without immediately cleaning the gun 

thoroughly. Always clean the foam applicator gun 

before storing.  

3. Do not use a metal hammer to release the can from 

the gun adaptor thread. If necessary, tap gently with a 

nylon hammer. 

4. Do not attempt DIY repairs to the gun. 

5. Cured foam can only be removed mechanically.  
 

PRECAUTIONS IN USE 

Always store foam cans upright and in a position where 

they cannot fall and out of reach of children and animals. 

Do not expose containers to temperatures exceeding 50oC. 

If transporting store upright in secure place in the boot of a 

car not in the passenger compartment. 

Never force the valve as damage can lead to foam leaking 

unexpectedly. The valves are not ‘straight-through’ so they 

cannot be unblocked. 

The product is so reactive with moisture that a can re-

sealed after opening, cannot be guaranteed usable later. 

Try to use the foam at 20oC. Below this the flow rate will 

be slower and the yield much lower and the foam lower 

quality. At higher temperatures the flow rate will be much 

faster and the yield higher.  

Never try to warm very cold cans quickly. Always place 

them in a room at about 20oC for a few hours. 

Be careful when using the product in windy conditions, as 

the foam is so light it can be blown onto sensitive surfaces 

where it will be very difficult to remove completely. 

 

Among others, not recommended for use on silicone, PTFE, 

PP, PE and greasy or oily surfaces. Not suitable for 

application on surfaces immersed in water or for the filling 

of enclosed spaces or those where the width is greater 

than 4cm. 

 

The foam is not suitable for fixing plasterboard to ceilings. 

 

The foam is not suitable for continuous water immersion. 

 

For health and safety instruction, first aid measures and 

spillage and disposal instructions, see separate Health and 

Safety Data sheet for EVO-STIK Plasterboard Adhesive Gun 

Applied Foam. 
 

 

 

 
BOSTIK HOTLINE 

 
Smart help +44 (0) 1785 272625 
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This disclaimer is issued by Bostik Limited ("the Company") and applies to the use of any products supplied by the 

Company ("the Products") displayed on this Technical Data Sheet (“TDS”). Please read this disclaimer carefully before 

using any of the Products. Using this TDS and/or the Product constitutes your acceptance of this disclaimer. Its 

contents shall prevail over any directions of use and any disclaimer and/or exclusion or limitation of liability of the 

Company which may appear on the packaging of the Products. 

 

This disclaimer sets out the entire financial liability of the Company (including any liability for the acts or omissions of 

its employees, agents and sub-contractors) to any user of the Products ("Product User") in respect of any use made or 

resale by the Product User, of any of the Products in this TDS. 

 

This disclaimer does not affect the Company's liability for death or personal injury arising from the Company's 

negligence in respect of the Products, nor its liability for fraud, or fraudulent misrepresentation, nor any other 

liability which cannot be excluded or limited under applicable law. 

 

The Company's total liability however arising and whether caused by tort (including negligence and  breach  of  

statutory  duty), breach of contract or otherwise, arising in connection with  the  use made or resale by the Product 

User of any of the Products in this TDS shall be limited to the price paid for the Product by the Product User. 

 

The Company shall not be liable to the Product User for any pure economic loss, loss of profit, loss of business, 

depletion of goodwill or otherwise, in each case whether direct, indirect or consequential, or any claims (including in 

respect of personal injury insofar as not caused by the Company's negligence) for consequential compensation 

whatsoever (howsoever caused) which arise out of or in connection with the use made or resale by the Product User 

of any of the Products in this TDS. 

 

The Company shall not be liable to the Product User in relation to any loss for any use which is inappropriate or use 

which is otherwise than in accordance with the relevant instructions for use of the Products in this TDS or on the 

Product. Product Users are advised to confirm the suitability of the Products by their own tests. 

 

This TDS covers just one of a large range of products supplied by the Company. 

 

Full information on these products and advice on application is freely available from our fully trained staff 

throughout the country. In addition, specialist technical advice is available from our Technical Services Department. 

This TDS supersedes all previous TDSs relating to the Products, and users of it must ensure that it is the current issue. 

Destroy all previous TDS, and if in any doubt, contact the Company, quoting the code number in the top right hand 

corner on the front of this document. 

 
 

Sales     Tel: 0844 371 1192         Fax: 01785 241818             customer.service@bostik.com 

Technical Advice     Tel: 0844 371 1197         Fax: 01785 272867             technical.service@bostik.com 

Technical Data & COSHH (MSDS) Data Sheets Tel: 01785 272625         Fax: 01785 212962             stafford.gatehouse@bostik.com 

 


